Introduction
Polymer solar cells celebrate a sixteenth birthday this year. The field has achieved several critical milestones in the past couple of years. Internal quantum efficiency of almost unity has been demonstrated. [1] National Renewable Energy Lab (N.R.E.L.)-certified power conversion efficiencies surpassing 8% have been achieved by two groups with device area in excess of 1 cm 2 . [2, 3] The highest reported power conversion efficiency in peer-reviewed literature is 7.4%. [4] High efficiency devices have been made possible by advances in the chemical synthesis of donor-acceptor copolymers with improved absorption coefficient and reduced energy gaps of the semiconducting polymers. Moreover, these new semiconducting polymers stabilize the photoinduced charge transfer. [5] Finally, work on the stabilization of electrode [6] [7] [8] and encapsulation [9] materials has resulted in reports of extended lifetimes on the order of several years. The ultimate lifetime of organic solar cells is not yet known.
Within the field of photovoltaics, organic bulk heterojunction (BHJ) solar cells remain of interest because of the inexpensive processing techniques [10] capable of producing large area modules-inkjet printing, [11] screen printing, [12, 13] spray coating, [14, 15] roll-to-roll printing, [16] flexographic printing, and even paint brush application. [17] Laboratory research has primarily focused on reproducible and small-area casting techniques such as spin-coating, [18] drop-casting, and blade-coating. [19] In addition, the chemical elements which compose these devices are readily available in abundance in the earth's surface, making organic photovoltaics a scalable technology. In the current energy climate, there exist opportunities for a diverse number of energy solutions to fit particular applications. For example, polymer photovoltaic technology is well-suited to provide power to residential and commercial structures via semitransparent windows or opaque roof coatings. As illustrated in Figure 1a , polymer solar cells can be produced in large areas on plastic substrates, demonstrating that manufactured modules can be flexible, light weight, robust, and ideal for a wide variety of un-tethered energy applications where portability and durability are key features.
Advances in optical and electrical performance and stability have been complemented by progress in the physical understanding of the device science of BHJ solar cells. [20] Understanding the complex physical processes governing energy generation within organic BHJ solar cells will play an important role in materials and device optimization as the field continues to mature. [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] Here, we aim to provide a critical discussion of the operation of BHJ solar cells based on recent experimental results, with focus on charge generation, collection, and recombination processes.
The BHJ material is composed of a "donor" organic material (semiconducting polymer or small molecule) that absorbs light efficiently and an "acceptor" electron-transporting material (fullerene, polymer, or small molecule) that facilitates charge transfer from the donor material. The donor and Commonly accepted outline of the physical processes converting absorbed photons to collected current: the photoexcitation (1) thermalizes to the band edge to form a bound exciton (2); this exciton diffuses (3) to a BHJ interface and charge transfers (4); and mobile electrons (5a) and holes (5b) are transported to the anode and cathode, respectively. However, the time scale of these processes is not consistent: exciton diffusion is too slow to account for ultrafast charge transfer.
processes. [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] [44] [45] [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53] Charge transfer at the donor/acceptor interface splits the excitation into a domain-segregated electron and hole. Many time-resolved studies have shown that the charge transfer to the fullerene materials is nearly quantitative and ultrafast (<100 fs for many optimized systems). [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] Based on relaxation time scales found during time-resolved fluorescence power conversion efficiency. [71, 81] Determining primary recombination mechanisms and their physical origins are therefore essential to the future of organic BHJ solar cells. The third and fourth sections of this article summarize the results of recent experiments designed to probe charge carrier sweep-out and the nature of recombination in organic solar cells. Figure 1b visualizes the commonly used physical picture of current generation in BHJ solar cells. This includes: 1) absorption of a photon, 2) thermalization of the primary excitation and formation of a singlet exciton, 3) exciton diffusion to a donoracceptor interface, 4) charge transfer to create electrons and holes, and 5) charge transport to the electrodes. The exciton binding energy (E b ) in semiconducting polymers is intermediate between that of highly delocalized Wannier-Mott excitons in inorganic semiconductors (usually less than the thermal voltage, V T = kT/q ≈ 25 mV at room temperature, due to electric field screening in the material [20] ) and localized Frenkel excitons in molecular crystals. Contrasting values for E b for conjugated polymers ranging from 0.05 eV (in poly(phenylene vinylenes)) [20] to ≈0.4 meV [82] [83] [84] have been reported. According to the above-mentioned mechanism, diffusion and separation of tightly bound excitons limit the photoinduced charge transfer at the heterojunction interfaces between the donor and acceptor phases, which is necessary for efficient current generation.
Photoexcitation and Charge Transfer
Let us examine the mechanism depicted in Figure 1b in more detail. Charge separation in the poly(2-methoxy-5-(3′-7′-dimethyloctyloxy)-1,4-phenylenevinylene) (MDMO-PPV): [6, 6] phenyl-C 61 -butyric acid methyl ester (PCBM) composite has been directly measured to occur within 45 fs after photoexcitation. [57] Some references exist that point to much slower charge separation, with a distribution of time constants that is correlated to the distribution of exciton distances from the interface. [85, 86] Nevertheless, most femtosecond transient absorption studies carried out on polymer:fullerene blends with optimized composition and morphology evidence the appearance of charges faster than the 100-200 fs time resolution of the experiments. [54] [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] 63, 87] Admitting that the charge separation indeed occurs on the 100 fs time scale, this implies that exciton diffusion to a fullerene interface also occurs in <100 fs. According to the exciton diffusion coefficients reported in literature for poly[2-methoxy-5-(2′-ethyl-hexyloxy)-p-phenylene vinylene] (MEH-PPV) and poly-3(hexylthiophene) (P3HT) (3 × 10 −3 cm 2 s −1 and 1.8 × 10 −3 cm 2 s −1 , respectively), excitons can diffuse by only 0.1-0.2 nm in 100 fs. [64, 65] This is clearly much less than the typical length scale of about 10-20 nm in optimized bulk heterojunctions, estimated by structural characterization in optimized morphologies. [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] Furthermore, point-like exciton diffusion by the hopping mechanism has been measured on numerous occasions to take 0.5-1 ps for a single hopping step, [39] [40] [41] [42] [44] [45] [46] [49] [50] [51] 88, 89] which is again too slow to explain how excitons reach a fullerene interface in <100 fs. In agreement with this, an ultrafast transient absorption study of poly[2,7-(9,9-dioctylfluorene)-alt-5,5-(4,7′-di-2-thienyl-2′,1′,3-benzothiadiazole)] (APFO3) films with various concentrations studies on pristine polymers in our group, we have pointed out that the ultrafast charge separation can compete with relaxation processes such as excited-state localization and exciton diffusion. [37, 38] Moreover, charge transfer on the order of 100 fs (or less) limits exciton diffusion to the 0.1-0.2 nm length scale, according to published exciton diffusion coefficients. [64, 65] However, nanoscale phase separation [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] is known to be necessary for efficient bulk heterojunction photovoltaics, [66] so that there is a discrepancy between the distance that an exciton can diffuse and the distance that it needs to diffuse in order to ensure ultrafast charge separation at the fullerene interface. The second section of this article will discuss an alternative mechanism in which the primary photoexcitation, which is distinctively different from the bound exciton since it is more delocalized and consists of a mobile electron and hole, reaches an interface and undergoes charge separation.
A large fraction of the incident light absorbed in the BHJ in optimized devices is converted to photoinduced charge carriers that are collected as current in an external circuit. The photogenerated current is reduced by internal recombination loss prior to charge collection at the electrodes. Competition between carrier sweep-out by the internal field and the loss of photogenerated carriers by recombination is one of the key issues to overcome for high efficiency devices. Due to the relatively low charge carrier mobility in common BHJ materials, the power conversion efficiency does not scale linearly with the thickness of the active layer in polymer BHJ solar cells. As the active layer thickness increases, the path length of photogenerated electrons and holes to the electrodes increases. Thin devices can be made with almost 100% conversion efficiency of absorbed photons to electrons collected in the external circuit. [1] However, increasing the thickness of the active layer in these devices typically does not increase overall efficiency. [6, 67] The solar cell active layer thickness which maximizes power conversion efficiency is usually smaller than necessary for optimal light harvesting. The short circuit current increases moderately (non-linearly) with increasing active layer thicknesses, [68] but often, the open circuit voltage is reduced and the fill factor drops dramatically. While a larger fraction of the incident photons are absorbed in thick-film devices, the resulting photogenerated charge carriers are not efficiently extracted into the external circuit.
Charge recombination becomes the dominant loss mechanism as the active layer thickness increases, limiting short circuit current, open circuit voltage, and fill factor. Unfortunately, as researchers seek to increase the efficiency of polymer photovoltaics and companies begin the process of upscaling this technology, increasing the thickness of the active layer of the BHJ becomes necessary due to the minimum film thicknesses that can be reproducibly fabricated from scalable printing processes (roll-to-roll printing, etc.). [6, 69] Charge recombination has been studied via a variety of experimental methods, including time-of-flight (TOF), [70] steady-state current-voltage, [71] [72] [73] [74] impedance spectroscopy, [75] [76] [77] photo induced charge extraction by linearly increasing voltage (photo-CELIV), [78] double injection currents, [79] transient absorption, and transient photovoltage measurements. [80, 81] At applied voltages above the maximum power point and at the open circuit condition, bimolecular recombination reduces the current density and limits the fill factor, thereby decreasing of PCBM revealed that exciton hopping before charge separation only occurs in films with very low fullerene concentration and poor morphology, but does not play a role for favorable blends having ultrafast quantitative charge separation within 200 fs. [87] One could argue that the 10 nm length scale for phase separation in the BHJ is largely overestimated, and that the donor and acceptor are in reality so intimately mixed that every excitation in the polymer occurs so close to a fullerene that no diffusion is necessary prior to charge separation. Against this speaks to the experimental observation that power conversion efficiency in very intimately mixed polymer:fullerene blends is often low because charge transport is inefficient. For example for the poly mer poly(2,5-bis(3-alkylthiophen-2-yl)thieno [3,2-b] thiophene) (PBTTT), the fullerene intercalates into the crystalline polymer phase, but very low power conversion efficiency (PCE) was observed with the intimately mixed blend in spite of complete fluorescence quenching. [90] Good solar cell performance for this polymer could only be achieved with a high fullerene concentration leading to phase separation and pure fullerene domains for electron transport. Also, as-cast films of P3HT:PCBM have been shown to display intimate mixing and have a PCE of less than 1%. [91] This can be increased to 5% by thermal annealing, which increases the phase separation and leads to more crystalline polymer domains of about 10 nm. A recent publication claims that the charge separation in annealed P3HT:PCBM blends is slower (around 3 ps) due to the increased domain size compared to non-annealed films, where charges are formed within hundreds of femtoseconds. [92] The authors nevertheless point out that even in the annealed case the charge separation rate is still orders of magnitude higher than if it was truly limited by point-like exciton migration. They conclude that excitons must be highly spatially delocalized in the ordered P3HT domains, so that they can sample distances of the order of 10 nm on a very fast time scale-see Figure 2a .
In our opinion, it is a crude oversimplification to assign the excited state of conjugated polymers to a unique species, such as an exciton, without considering its temporal evolution. We have shown in two recently published studies that complex relaxation processes occur in the excited state of conjugated polymers, spanning time scales from femtoseconds to hundreds of picoseconds. [37, 38] In BHJ blends, charge separation at the donor/acceptor interface and relaxation in the pure polymer phase are therefore competing processes.
(PCDTBT) and P3HT by femtosecond-resolved fluorescence up-conversion spectroscopy. [37, 38] The results with both polymers point to the formation of an initially delocalized photoexcitation which localizes on the 100 fs time scale and then relaxes to a bound state in approximately 1 ps. This is followed by successive exciton migration steps (hopping) to lower energy localized states, which exist as a result of disorder (0.5-100 ps). In parallel, there is also slow conformational relaxation of the polymer backbone (up to ≈200 ps in thin films).
The initial localization of the primary photoexcitation, evidenced in the fluorescence up-conversion study by an ultrafast red-shift of the emission spectrum and loss of polarization anisotropy, has been independently reported by several groups, using for example photon-echo experiments. [39, 40, 43, 47, 48, 53, [93] [94] [95] It is largely driven by local geometrical relaxation from the more twisted geometry of the ground state to a planar quinoidal structure in the excited state. [43, 48, 52, 53, [93] [94] [95] A delocalization of the primary photoexcitation over at least 11 nm has been reported for MEH-PPV. [48] Although the primary photoexcitation in conjugated polymers is often referred to as an exciton [33] or hot exciton, [96] we do not believe that the binding of the opposite charges in this non-thermalized and highly delocalized initial state is strong enough to formally call it an exciton. Instead, we use the semiconductor formalism and describe it as a correlated, but not bound, pair of a mobile electron and hole, formed by a π-π* interband transition. This semiconductor picture is of the carriers to the interface. Quantum mechanical transport of delocalized primary excitations has been demonstrated by Collini and Scholes by the experimental observation of coherent excitation energy migration within MEH-PPV chains in solution, with transport over distances sufficient to reduce polarization memory in the 50-100 fs time regime. [109] We conclude that diffusion of a bound and relaxed exciton is unlikely to be involved in the charge transfer mechanism in polymer:fullerene BHJ blends, because it is too slow. The much debated concepts of exciton diffusion length and exciton binding energy therefore may be less important for charge separation in "plastic" solar cells than has been commonly assumed. Carrier delocalization before exciton formation with high initial mobilities and transport assisted by quantum effects offer a plausible explanation to the observation that provides the foundation for the entire field of BHJ solar cells: ultrafast photoinduced charge transfer.
Competition Between Carrier Sweep-Out and Recombination: Role of the Internal Field in Charge Collection
In a bulk heterojunction photodiode under illumination, excess charges are created in the polymer and fullerene domains due to photoexcitation and subsequent charge transfer, as discussed in the previous section. Mobile (free) carriers must then be generated and collected at opposite electrodes prior to recombination, as temporally described in Figure 3 , in order to contribute to measured current. Recombination lifetimes of the charge carriers in the donor and acceptor domains limit the efficient extraction of these carriers to an external circuit. While recombination can be minimized in optimized bulk heterojunction thin films (BHJ thickness <100 nm), [1] recombination increases as the BHJ film thickness is increased, [6, 67] likely due to the low carrier mobility in the disordered donor and acceptor materials. also supported by previous experimental results obtained in our group from highly oriented MEH-PPV chains in a polyethylene matrix, [97] [98] [99] [100] and on evidence obtained from photoconductivity studies and ultrafast investigations of the infrared active vibrational (IRAV) modes in poly(p-phenylene vinylene) (PPV) and MEH-PPV. [101] [102] [103] [104] [105] [106] The thermalized, more localized and Coulomb bound exciton state is only formed later, following relaxation, on a time scale that we estimate to 1 ps based on an early rise of the emission spectrum in the fluorescence up-conversion data. [37, 38] We mentioned before the discrepancy between the distance that a polymer exciton can diffuse in 100 fs (0.1-0.2 nm) and the distance that the photoexcitation needs to cover (≈10 nm) in order to reach a fullerene interface in the BHJ to undergo ultrafast (<100 fs) charge separation. Based on a comparison between the time scales for the various relaxation processes occurring in the excited polymer and the time scale of charge separation, we infer that the <100 fs charge transfer to the fullerene occurs before exciton formation, hopping and conformational relaxation, in fact during the localization of the primary photoexcited species. We therefore propose an alternative mechanism that is consistent with ultrafast charge separation during intraband relaxation in the polymer, before localization of the primary excitation to form a bound exciton, as outlined in Figure 2b . It seems very plausible that the electrons and holes formed in the conduction and valence band are more delocalized and/or mobile directly after the interband absorption than the relaxed excitons that are both spatially localized (by local structural relaxation of the polymer) and bound by the Coulomb interaction into an exciton state. In the proposed picture, the primary excitation can therefore reach the interface faster than a relaxed exciton, which could account for the ultrafast charge separation in BHJ blends. Furthermore, the exciton binding energy does not have to be overcome because there is excess energy in the system at the time of charge separation.
Assuming, according to our picture, initially delocalized electrons and holes, and transport to the interface (before self-localization) by drift in a field of order 10 6 V cm
, an electron mobility of approximately 10 cm 2 V −1 s −1 would be required for carriers to move 10 nm in 100 fs (see Figure 2b ). Let us examine whether such a high transient mobility in the ultrafast time regime is reasonable. Indeed, timeresolved terahertz spectroscopy revealed initial carrier mobilities in P3HT film up to 30-40 cm 2 V −1 s −1 . [107] Moreover, transient photoconductivity measurements in polymer: fullerene blends have demonstrated a continuing decrease of carrier mobility after photoexcitation even at significantly longer time scales. [108] The mobility of non-relaxed carriers directly after photoexcitation should therefore not be compared to steady-state mobility of structurally relaxed polarons (typically, <<1 cm 2 V −1 s −1 for conjugated polymers in BHJ phase separated materials). In addition, wave function delocalization over several repeat units will assist the transport Figure 3 . Time dynamics during the operation of the BHJ solar cell. Photoexcitation is followed by ultrafast charge transfer that creates mobile carriers in the donor and acceptor domains. These carriers are subsequently either swept out to the electrodes by the built-in electric field or they recombine to the ground state. The sweep-out time is less than 1 μs at short circuit where the recombination probability is small. For efficient solar cells, the recombination time must be long compared to the sweep-out time. Reproduced with permission. [114] Copyright 2011, American Physical Society.
competes efficiently with non-geminate recombination so that charges can be collected.
While sweep-out is a well-known phenomenon in photodiodes, it has only recently been shown to play a large role in efficient charge collection in polymer solar cells in reverse bias and at the short circuit condition where the internal electric field can be high. Charge sweep-out is a classical concept and when applied to BHJ materials requires optimized charge extraction characteristics within the BHJ for charge to drift. Inefficient BHJ morphologies or inefficient charge collection at the contacts can lead to highly non-uniform spatially distributed charge densities, sometimes called space charge, where the electric field is locally screened and diffusion may play a larger role in transport. In disordered films, regions of localized charge are likely sites for increased recombination. Within a classical picture of charge transport, charge carriers with average carrier mobility, μ, drifting in an electric field, E, will transit a given distance, d, in a characteristic time, τ sw , the sweep-out time.
Here, we imagine a carrier traversing the BHJ and define d equal to the BHJ thickness. The drift velocity, v, of these carriers is classically given as v = μE = dτ sw . The electric field across a given distance can be estimated as the internal voltage, V int , per unit length, so long as the internal voltage is uniform across the distance. While photoconductive atomic force microscopy (AFM) measurements reveal morphologydependent nanoscale variations in the electric field, [125] we assume that these variations produce a nearly uniform average field on the macroscale. Hence, the sweep-out time is defined as τ sw = d 2 /2μV int , inversely proportional to the internal voltage. A geometric factor (here, 2) is inserted to account for uniform charge generation across the BHJ layer. Charge carriers must travel on average through only one half the length of the BHJ to be collected.
Transient photocurrent experiments by Cowan et al. show this to be a good model of charge extraction over a wide range of internal voltages in BHJ solar cells composed of PCDTBT:PC 71 BM ( [6, 6] -phenyl-C 71 -butyric acid methyl ester) and P3HT:PCBM. [114] Experiments were performed on solar cell architectures by pulsing a laser with 10 ns pulse duration and 1 Hz repetition rate. Current was measured by the voltage drop across a small resistor in series with the cell. Representative bias-dependent data is plotted in the inset of Figure 4 for the two BHJ systems and two temperatures studied. The sweep-out time is found to be proportional to the inverse internal voltage from reverse bias (low inverse internal voltages) to approaching the maximum power point. At short circuit and room temperature, charge is extracted from both BHJ systems in <1 μs. Transient photoconductance data in Figure 4 imply the existence of a well-defined macroscopic internal field; carrier sweep-out is proportional to the magnitude of this internal field and is limited by the carrier mobility. Other experiments have The strong internal field present within BHJ solar cells at short circuit conditions has been stipulated to affect both the generation of free charge carriers, [63, [110] [111] [112] their loss due to various recombination processes [81, 113] and "sweep-out"-the process by which charge carriers escape recombination to be collected at the electrodes. [114] [115] [116] Results from transient absorption spectroscopy have often been interpreted according to a model in which charge transfer from the polymer to the fullerene leads to the formation of a Coulomb bound interfacial charge pair (also called interfacial exciton, polaron pair, [117] or intermediate charge transfer state, Figure 3) . [111, [118] [119] [120] The charge pair either undergoes geminate recombination or dissociates into free charge carriers that can ultimately be collected at the electrodes. The presence of an internal electric field at the short circuit condition has long been considered necessary for the separation of the strongly bound charge pair. Although this seems to be confirmed by the observed electric field-dependence of free charge generation, [112] some ultrafast transient absorption experiments have shown the generation of free carriers on the order to picoseconds, too fast to be interpreted as field-dependent charge separation. [121, 122] As the meaningful interpretation of transient absorption results is made difficult by high-intensity excitation conditions, broad/ overlapping spectral signatures, and complexity in assigning the bands, alternative techniques have been applied. Kneipert and colleagues use a new experimental method to study photocurrent extraction called time-delayed collection field (TDCF). [115] TDCF measurements resolve photocurrent extraction on the nanosecond to microsecond timescale using an optical excitation pulse and time-delayed electric field extraction. Generated charge density is found to be independent of the applied electric field during illumination, indicating that charge separation is not a field-dependent process. Similarly, more investigations will be discussed in Section 4, which show that recombination in BHJ solar cells is bimolecular or trap-based, rather than geminate. Therefore, the possibility that charge transfer from the polymer to the fullerene directly yields free charge carriers (without an intermediate bound state that leads to geminate recombination) should be seriously considered.
While the role of the internal field in free charge generation is questionable, it certainly influences the collection efficiency of charges at the electrodes. Recent experimental results suggest that under high electric field conditions (short circuit current, J sc , and reverse bias), mobile carriers are efficiently swept out of the BHJ via drift transport on the order of ≈100 ns. [114, 115] This is again consistent with evidence of fast generation of free charge carriers [37, 111, 122] because efficient charge collection must occur before recombination can significantly reduce the free charge carrier population. Results from a variety of transient photocurrent techniques on functional polymer solar cells are consistent with carrier transport at a constant drift velocity at short circuit. [114, 115, 123] Here, we explore evidence for the idea that efficient charge collection at the short circuit condition and in reverse bias in polymer solar cells is due to free carriers transported via drift in a strong built-in electric field, a process known in photodiodes as sweep-out, [114, 124] and the role of the internal field in charge collection at the short circuit condition. The sweep-out conditions, [116] a result in agreement with differential current measurements performed by Koster and colleagues this year. [76] Relatively small current loss due to bimolecular recombination (2% to 17% depending on sample preparation in these experiments) at the short circuit condition has thus far been overlooked [72, 126] because of efficient carrier collection in this regime. In the efficient charge collection regime, J sc is thought to be dominated by charge carrier sweep-out via drift transport in the high internal electric field, [114] as described by the expression for drift current, J ne = q µn e E, where q is the elementary unit of charge, n e is the density of electrons (or holes assuming n e ≈ n h ), and E is the internal electric field. The expression for drift current predicts that short circuit current is linearly proportional to the density of photogenerated carriers, which has been shown to increase proportional to incident light intensity. [113] Due to high levels of charge collection, small amounts (<10%) of bimolecular current loss cause only small deviations from the intensity-dependent linearity of J sc . Hence, the dependence of steadystate short circuit current on incident light intensity, I, J sc ∝ I α , where the physical interpretation of the fitting parameter, α, is under debate, is not a high-precision measure of recombination mechanism as sometimes thought. [127] In the common interpretation of the fitting parameter, α, fit values of α = 1 are attributed to first order loss processes, and the values of α = 0.5 to second order (bimolecular) loss processes. [127] In recent literature, space charge effects were found to predict α = 0.75. [126] Koster and colleagues improve upon these models and present an analytically derived expression for the fraction of carriers lost to bimolecular recombination, η BR , in relation to the steady-state fitting parameter, α: η BR = α −1 -1. It is worthwhile noting that when α = 0.5, the current, J sc , is reduced by one order of magnitude, rather than completely recombining. However, it is still true that in this regime, current loss is dominated by bimolecular recombination. This new expression for bimolecular recombination loss efficiency, as well as differential current density measurements, should prove to be a very useful tool in the determination of current loss in the extraction regime.
We conclude that there is interesting recent evidence to suggest the presence of a uniform electric field drop across the BHJ layer, as a result of the built-in electric field and applied bias voltage. High charge carrier collection at the short circuit condition and in reverse bias results from drift transport of photogenerated charge within this uniform electric field. Carrier extraction may be described by drift transport of charge to the contacts over a wide range of relevant applied bias voltages. Additionally, bimolecular (non-geminate) recombination can account for current loss at the short circuit condition. Finally, bimolecular recombination is found to be bias dependent, a concept we will explore in further detail in the next section.
qualitatively observed drift transport under high field conditions, observed as linear charge extraction. [115, 123] At external voltages near open circuit where the internal field approaches zero, the transit time can no longer be described solely by drift transport-non-geminate recombination plays a large role, and recombination is bias-dependent.
Our conclusions concerning the bias dependence of nongeminate charge recombination were recently confirmed by Mauer et al., who developed a novel experimental technique, a time-delayed dual pulse (TDDP) current-voltage measurement, which directly probed the dwell time of charge carriers in P3HT:PCBM devices. [116] Quasi-steady-state currentvoltage curves were recorded as a function of time delay, intensity, and bias upon irradiation with two pulsed lasers, and the results were extrapolated to solar illumination. Nongeminate recombination, identified specifically as bimolecular recombination in many recent reports, is measured to be bias dependent. Low recombination is found at the short circuit condition, in agreement with high current collection in the extraction regime. Current loss due to bimolecular recombination increases with applied bias, and at the low internal fields present at the open circuit condition, a large fraction of charge bimolecularly recombines. These new results and experimental method will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.
At the short circuit condition, Mauer et al. report very small bimolecular recombination loss under 1 sun illumination Voltage applied to the cell is scanned from -1.0 V to 0.7 V. Reproduced with permission. [114] Copyright 2011, American Physical Society.
Bias-and Charge-Density-Dependent Charge Carrier Recombination: Bimolecular Recombination Takes the Foreground
Although research into the role of exciton recombination and geminate recombination via Coulomb bound interfacial charge pairs (see Section 3) is ongoing, [111, 112, 121, 122, 128] an interesting new hypothesis has emerged: that bimolecular recombination accounts for the majority of recombination from short circuit to open circuit, [76, 115, 116] and that bimolecular recombination is bias and charge-density dependent. [72, 81, 115, 116] This new hypothesis is notably interesting within the context of previous work, because it presupposes highly efficient charge formation and separation, [128] and that recombination through traps, either from material impurities [71, 74] or unoptimized morphology, [129] does not appear to be a major loss mechanism in optimized cells.
Recombination of photogenerated charge carriers in polymer BHJ solar cells reduces the short circuit current, the fill factor and the open-circuit voltage. [72] Identifying the mechanisms of recombination is, therefore, fundamentally important for increasing the power conversion efficiency. Bimolecular recombination, the interdomain band-to-band transition, as sketched in Figure 5a , involves two mobile and independent charge carriers, and hence the recombination rate, R, can be considered a second order process with respect to the mobile charge carrier density (R ∝ n e 2 ). In a device with trap-free electron and hole transport and a high density of photogenerated charge carriers, mobile carriers are most likely to recombine non-radiatively via bimolecular recombination. Trap-assisted recombination can be characterized by recombination of mobile charge with a trapped carrier (see Figure 5b ) and hence can be considered a first order process with respect to the density of mobile charge (R ∝ n h , in the case of an electron trap). The presence of impurities and defects that function as traps enhances trap-assisted recombination, as will be described below. In disordered donor:acceptor blends, [130, 131] it may be necessary to go beyond the classical trap-assisted Shockley-Read-Hall recombination theory; for example SRH recombination may occur through a distribution of states in the disordered band tails and through trap states with energy levels influenced by their local environment in the BHJ matrix as shown in Figure 5c .
Light-intensity-dependent current-voltage measurements on polymer BHJ cells made from a variety of different semiconducting polymers and fullerenes show that the kinetics are voltage dependent [72, 81, [115] [116] and evolve from charge carrier sweep-out in the extraction regime (reverse bias and short circuit) to a carrier loss regime around open circuit. Bimolecular recombination dominates the charge kinetics as a result of increasing, bias-dependent charge carrier density in the cell. [72, 81] Bimolecular recombination is almost universally identified as the dominant recombination mechanism in optimized organic bulk heterojunction solar cells at the open circuit condition. [72, 73, 81, 132] However, due to an overwhelming background of charge carrier sweep-out, a study of recombination at the short circuit condition has been experimentally challenging until recently, as discussed in the previous section. Two new experimental methods have been implemented to study recombination across the whole current-voltage (J-V) curve and have identified bimolecular recombination as the dominant current loss mechanism across the pertinent range of bias voltages.
Using time-delayed collection field experiments, [115] Kneipert et al. probe charge collection and recombination dynamics via a "pump-probe" analogue: a diode-pumped, Q-switched neodymium-doped yttrium aluminium garnet (Nd:YAG) laser with 8 ns pulse width generates charge within a P3HT:PCBM BHJ solar cell under a bias voltage. After a time delay, allowing for charge to dynamically interact within the device, a high extraction bias (V = -5 V) is applied, pulling charge out of the device. Integrated photocurrent transients recorded upon extraction with variable time delay, t d , from t d = 100 ns to 10 μs allow analysis of the evolution of charge extraction and recombination within the device. There are two important observations to make from the data with respect to bimolecular recombination. First, at the short circuit condition, the applied pre-bias voltage provides enough extraction field to efficiently extract most of the excited charge population. Given a delay time of 10 μs (the longest delay time probed), ≈15% of the initially excited charge recombines before collection. As pre-bias is increased, the total charge population decreases as delay time is increased. This prebias and delay time dependent reduction in charge density is well-reproduced by incorporating Langevin recombination [70, 133] as the loss mechanism. Bimolecular (Langevin-type) recombination increases from ≈17% at short circuit to ≈58% at a prebias of 0.55 V, just slightly above the open circuit condition.
Mauer and colleagues came to similar conclusions using another unique experimental method: time-delayed dual pulse (TDDP) current-voltage measurements. [116] TDDP probes P3HT:PCBM BHJ solar cell devices using two pulsed lasers with total fluence energy comparable to solar illumination. By varying the time delay between the two pulsed lasers, the interaction time of two charge populations is controlled. When the delay between pulses is long, two separate charge populations transit the BHJ layer, resulting in an equivalent collected current equal to twice the current collected from one pulse. A delay time of 9 μs is necessary to collect the total current, or in other words, most charge is extracted after excitation (100 fs pulse length is reported) in ≈10 μs. As the time delay between pulses is decreased, the complementary charge populations are both present in the BHJ layer simultaneously. In the case of in terms of the time scale for sweep-out, τ sw : G = n sc /τ sw . If we assume that all the photogenerated charge recombines bimolecularly at open circuit, G = R(V oc ) = γn oc , then we can relate charge density at open circuit, n oc , to charge density at short circuit, n sc : n sc /τ sw = γn oc 2 . Using n oc /n sc = 25 from Figure 7 low delay times, these interacting charge populations recombine at higher rate than the individual charge populations. Additionally, applied bias is again seen to reduce the dwell time of charge when reverse bias is applied. As bias increases toward open circuit, charge is extracted more slowly, which is in agreement with results from Cowan et al. [114] Longer dwell times, in addition to increased charge density, result in increased current loss. The measured charge-density-and bias-dependent recombination rates are again well-reproduced via a Langevin-type bimolecular recombination model. Representative data in Figure 6 show bias-dependent bimolecular recombination under steady-state conditions. [116] Bimolecular recombination increases with decreasing internal field, and this experiment implies that the increased recombination may be due to increased dwell times and higher charge densities. Additionally, in concert with recent results from other groups, these results indicate that the effect of bimolecular recombination should not be neglected at either the short circuit condition or at open circuit.
We finish this article by further discussing recent evidence for charge density dependence of bimolecular recombination. To the authors' knowledge, few reports have been published to date concerning the charge density dependence of bimolecular recombination. Bimolecular recombination will occur more frequently where populations of electrons and holes intersect, as the energetic transition occurs without mediation through a localized state, which could increase the probability of opposite charge species becoming correlated. Charge extraction and transient photovoltage experiments by C. G. Shuttle, et al. have offered the most direct look into the BHJ charge density. [80, 81, 113, 134] Additionally, varying the intensity of light incident on a BHJ solar cell has long been assumed to linearly increase the charge density. [113] In a paper published last year, C. G. Shuttle and colleagues used charge extraction techniques to probe the bias dependence of the BHJ charge density, as shown in Figure 7 . [113] Increasing charge density proportional to applied bias can be attributed to two effects: a) increasing externally applied bias decreases the internal field for charge extraction, localizing photogenerated charge carriers and b) the potential barrier for charge injection from the contacts decreases via the applied voltage. Beyond the diode's turn-on voltage, a significant density of charge is injected from the contacts. Charge extraction experiments measure both mobile and trapped charge populations in the active layer, but due to the transient nature of the experiments, only observe effects from the photogenerated current.
One may estimate the difference in charge density between short circuit and open circuit in a relatively optimized device with dynamics dominated by drift current sweep-out at short circuit and bimolecular recombination at open circuit. [72] At short circuit, the photocurrent, J sc = J photo = qdGP C (V = 0), where q is the elementary unit of charge, d is the thickness of the bulk heterojunction, G is the photon flux absorbed by the solar cell per unit volume, and P C is the charge collection probability. P C approaches 1 at short circuit in the most efficient systems. If the current at short circuit is determined by drift, then J sc = 2qμn sc E = qdG, where n sc is the electron (or hole) charge density at short circuit. This equation can be rewritten Figure 6 . The bimolecular recombination rate, as determined from timedelayed dual pulse experiments, is found to increase non-linearly with increasing bias in a P3HT:PCBM BHJ solar cell. Increasing recombination rate data (black squares) can be reproduced using the drift-diffusion model incorporating Langevin recombination (black line), and using an average mobility as seen in the graph. Reproduced with permission. [116] Copyright 2011, American Chemical Society. Bias dependence of the charge density of a P3HT:PCBM BHJ solar cell is plotted with varying incident light intensity. Charge density, as determined from charge extraction experiments, is found to increase more than an order of magnitude from short circuit to open circuit. Measured charge density dependence varies significantly from the Shockley limit (black lines). Reproduced with permission. [113] Copyright 2010, National Academy of Sciences, USA.
At high incident light intensity, the higher density of charge carriers increases the probability of bimolecular recombination (an electron and a hole must find each other in the BHJ material). At low light intensity, charge carriers are typically farther apart and traps are more likely to be empty, making them viable routes for recombination. Increasing the trap density increases the probability of trap-assisted recombination. In practice, trap states are likely to result from impurities, polymerization defects, and poor phase separation (unoptimized formation of the BHJ material). Further research into the physical mechanisms of charge recombination may not only lead to more highly efficient organic BHJ solar cells, but may also decrease the time necessary to evaluate newly synthesized materials.
Outlook
We have presented a critical discussion of the charge photoexcitation and excited-state relaxation in PCDTBT and P3HT polymers and discussed a fresh picture of the charge transfer mechanism (before relaxation) in BHJ blends. Next, the role of internal field in the BHJ in charge collection of photogenerated carriers and the interplay between charge sweep-out and recombination were discussed. Finally, we explored recent emphasis on bimolecular recombination in the literature, and the bias-and charge-density-and trap density-dependence of the recombination mechanism. Organic solar cells will likely for a P3HT:PCBM BHJ, [113] and τ sw ≈ 1 μs [114] for a similarly prepared P3HT:PCBM BHJ solar cell, the bimolecular recombination coefficient γ can be calculated entirely from data to be γ = 4 × 10 −13 cm 3 s −1 . The bimolecular recombination coefficient has been reported to be in the range from 10 −12 cm 3 s −1 > γ > 10 −14 cm 3 s −1 implying that the ratio of charge density at open circuit to short circuit may be in the range 10 > n oc /n sc > 1000 for polymer solar cells constructed of other materials or via other fabrication processes. Increasing charge densities can be correlated with increased bimolecular recombination, as indicated by TDDP current-voltage measurements, although further experiments will be necessary to determine the relationship between charge density and recombination rate and strength.
One such study published this year investigates the charge-density and trap-density dependence of the recombination mechanism in polymer BHJ solar cells. [71] We note that while bimolecular recombination has been identified as the dominant recombination mechanism in optimized BHJ solar cells, investigations into the recombination mechanisms of unoptimized devices (both in material purity and morphology) will remain relevant as long as the optimization of devices using newly synthesized materials continues to play a role in forward progress of the field. In order to probe the recombination mechanism, small concentrations of impurity were introduced into PCDTBT:PCBM BHJ solar cells. It was found that impurity levels of even 1 part in 1000 altered the electronic properties of the BHJ devices, reducing the open circuit voltage, the short circuit current, and the fill factor. Steady-state current-voltage studies showed a dramatic increase in the trap-assisted recombination rate when PC 84 BM ( [6, 6] -phenyl-C 84 -butyric acid methyl ester) was introduced as a trap site into the polymer BHJ solar cells. [71] This trap density-dependent recombination was modeled as a sum of bimolecular and Shockley-Read-Hall recombination processes; the latter was dramatically enhanced by the addition of the PC 84 BM traps. Results of trapping and recombination discussed here are confirmed in the source literature, [71, 77] via transient photocurrent and transient absorption and impedance spectroscopy.
The trap-assisted recombination rate (proportional to the trap density) and the generation rate (proportional to incident light intensity) control the cross-over from bimolecular to trap-assisted recombination, as plotted (both data and model) in Figure 8 . Cross-sections of Figure 8 at a single trap density reproduce the commonly plotted intensity dependence of the open circuit voltage. [72, 73] Above the cross-over point at low trap densities and high light intensities, the open circuit voltage is relatively unaffected by the density of traps within the BHJ. Below the cross-over point at high trap densities, such as those potentially found in BHJ materials with impurities left over from the synthesis and device processing, recombination through traps becomes the dominant loss mechanism and results in a significant reduction in the open circuit voltage at operating illumination levels.
The dominant recombination mechanism is both incident light intensity dependent (proportional to charge density) and trap density dependent (inversely proportional to the free carrier lifetime). Here, we offer an interpretation of this data. ). Reproduced with permission. [71] exceed power conversion efficiencies over 10% in the near future as predicted by theoretical analysis [135] and demonstrated with monochromatic incident light. [1] Efficient photoinduced charge transfer and minimal recombination are required to produce efficient polymer BHJ solar cells. We hope this discussion of charge transfer, recombination, and collection dynamics will lead to deeper fundamental understanding of the device science and, hopefully, be a step toward establishing the criteria for achieving the "ideal" solar cell.
